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A Thousand Stars In The Sky
Billy Fury

A Thousand Stars In The Sky:Billy Fury.
#14 in UK in 1960.

INTRO: F Dm Bb C (x2)

#1. 
C          F            Dm              Bb            C
A thousand stars in the skies, like the stars in your eyes..
F           Dm      Bb             C
they say to me that there ll never be..
F        Dm        Bb    C        F   Dm  Bb C
no other love like your..rrrs for me.

#2.
C          F            Dm     Bb            C
A thousand stars in the skies, make me real..ize,
F           Dm            Bb    C
you are the one love that I ll adore.
F            Dm       Bb              C         F
Tell me, you love me, tell me, you re mine once more.
        Bb           F          F7
(You re mine, you re mine, once more.)

CHORUS:
Bb                     Bbm
Each night I count the stars in the skies,
F                                 F7
hoping that you aren t telling me lies.
       Bb                   Bbm
You re with me tonight, I m captured by your charms,
F          Dm           Bb             C
oh, pretty baby, let me hold you in my arms.

#3.
C          F            Dm     Bb            C
A thousand stars in the skies, make me real..ize,
F           Dm            Bb    C
you are the one love that I ll adore.
F            Dm       Bb              C         F
Tell me, you love me, tell me, you re mine once more.
        Bb           F          F7
(You re mine, you re mine, once more.)

CHORUS: (Spoken 1st 3 lines..)
Bb                     Bbm
Each night I count the stars in the skies,
F                                 F7



hoping that you aren t telling me lies.
       Bb                   Bbm
You re with me tonight, I m captured by your charms,
F          Dm           Bb             C    (D)
oh, pretty baby, let me hold you in my arms.

OUTRO:
D          G            Em     C             D
A thousand stars in the skies, make me real..ize,
G           Em            C     D
you are the one love that I ll adore.
G            Em       C               D         G    Em C G
Tell me, you love me, tell me, you re mine once more.

A sixties smash from Kraziekhat.


